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Monday 16/5/22 IFF1185 Birdwatching

Experimental, 

Short

Experimental, Drama, 

Queer, Women, First-

time Filmmaker

By a stream in the woods - a place between worlds - two women find each 

other ankle-deep in the water, letting go of what's past and wondering 

what will come. 00:12:02 United States United States Samantha Soule

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1203 The Fuzzies Short Light Horror, Comedy

A man wakes up locked in a strange bathroom where something is lurking 

behind the walls. 00:07:45 United States United States Josh Funk

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1205 2020

Experimental, 

Short Life experience

2020 is the year in which everything  seems to have stopped.  However, 

Life always has different plans. 00:03:47 Italy

Italy, United 

Kingdom Heléna Antonio

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1206

The Curious Case of 

the Boy Jones

Animation, 

Documentary, 

Short

Following her coronation in 1838, Britain's Queen Victoria was being 

relentlessly pursued by a strange teenager, Edward "the Boy" Jones, who 

had an uncanny ability to sneak into Buckingham Palace without being 

detected.   "If he had come into my bedroom, how frightened I would have 

been," the Queen wrote in her journal.   As a result of his multiple 

intrusions into Buckingham Palace, the Boy Jones became a media 

celebrity. Fearful that he might injure or even assassinate the Queen, or 

kidnap the Princess Royal, the government of Prime Minister Lord 

Melbourne wanted to get rid of the Boy Jones at all costs. 00:10:00 Canada

Dennis Mohr, Calvin 

Campbell

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1207 12 o'clock Short

The plot is of a woman who is supposed to get divorced. On the day of the 

court that she should be going with her husband, she makes a strange 

decision. Along with her son who is at home she does an unimaginable act. 00:15:00

Iran, Islamic 

Republic of

Iran, Islamic 

Republic of Sajad Soleymani



Monday 16/5/22 IFF1209 Dream Animation, Short A creation in warp and woof of a dream 00:03:39

Iran, Islamic 

Republic of Majid Sabri

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1226 PAGE TURNER

Documentary, 

Short

Documentary, Music, 

Portrait

Angelo Volpini turns music score pages for pianists. His job is not to attract 

attention. When the applause sounds after the concert, he disappears 

behind the stage without anyone noticing. His name does not appear in 

any program booklet. 00:02:11 Germany Germany Christian Grüner

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1241 Finding Tyler Documentary

True Crime, 

Psychological Profile, 

Family in Crisis, 

Environmentalism

In August of 2003, Tyler Johnson was a prized scholar in theoretical 

physics. Months later he was homeless on the island of Corsica, a fugitive 

wanted by the FBI.  For six years Tyler sent letters to his family, each 

containing cryptic clues about his condition. Then the letters stopped 

arriving.   His final letter was found at his last known whereabouts: a 

remote mountain refuge near Corsica's highest peaks. Alongside that 

unsent letter was a journal outlining his years living on the run.  Using that 

journal—Tyler’s own words—and interviews with those who knew him 

best, Finding Tyler explores the introspective struggle of life as a fugitive. 00:20:00 United States

France, United 

States

Chris Brannan, Diana 

Reichenbach

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1254 This is Zoe Short

Drama, magical 

realism, coming of age

Zoe's reserved nature speaks volumes when her familiar, unwanted inner 

critic comes out to play.  00:08:00 United Kingdom United Kingdom Stephen Gallacher

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1283 The Soloists Animation

In a small village ruled by ridiculous laws, three singing sisters and their 

dog rehearse for the Annual Autumn Festival. But an unexpected event 

will disrupt their plans. 00:07:57 France

Mehrnaz 

ABDOLLAHINIA, Feben 

WOLDEHAWARIAT, 

Razahk ISSAKA, 

Celeste Jamneck, Yi 

LIU



Monday 16/5/22 IFF1289 DASH Short

Drama, Fiction, gritty, 

Social realism

A small town stable man struggles with his femininity amidst a rugged 

rural landscape. As his favourite horse is set to be euthanised at the end of 

the week he is forced to make a decision.  Will he continue to live like this? 00:14:54 Ireland Ireland Rory Fleck Byrne

Monday 16/5/22 IFF1300

In The Event Of My 

Death Short

Comedy, Drama, 

Dramedy, Music

Jeremy. Just. DIED. So, in the event of his death, he leaves behind a series 

of clever clues and witty video messages for his best friend and bandmate 

Sam, and his brash sister Mandy, which sends them on an adventure 

through their shared past. They get to experience one last day with Jeremy 

after he's gone, and in the end are compelled to mourn the best way they 

know how. 00:20:30 United States United States Brian Scott Steele


